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Abstract—This paper describes shielding effectiveness 
measurements of conductive textiles on frequencies from 1 GHz 
to 6 GHz (5G).  
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I. INTRODUCTION  
Today there is much talk of 5G and possible health effects 

regarding this issue. Since the development of radio 
communications, there has ever been a rise of frequency 
which enabled communication channels with more 
bandwidth. Until recently, most communications took place 
below 1 GHz, and in newer times this was expended to below 
3 GHz. With the rise of 5th generation of mobile telephony as 
well as the introduction of 6th generation of Wi-Fi, the 
frequency bands used moved to 5 GHz and 6 GHz bands [1-
2].  

Mobile phone base stations, smartphones and other 
sources of electromagnetic radiation could pose interference 
problems for some sensitive electronic devices. Some people 
as well claim that they feel the effects of thermal radiation 
from the electromagnetic fields. Therefore, electromagnetic 
shields are being produced worldwide. They can be placed on 
the walls, on the buildings (conductive paint, i.e.) or be part of 
the clothing [3-4].  

The conductive materials (inox, copper, silver) in 
combination with textiles such as plastic or cotton have been 
used as good EM shields [5-7]. Conductive textiles consist of 
non-metallic threads combined with metallic ones, for 
example, every twentieth thread is metallic. For the shield to 
be effective regardless of the polarization of the 
electromagnetic wave, there should be a mesh of metallic 
threads, like the ones we find on the microwave Owens. 

Horizontal and vertical conductive threads make a shield, 
and the crossings of threads define the characteristics of the 
shield. Depending on the opening or aperture of the mesh, 
such material could have shielding properties as high as 
several dB or more. The denser the mesh, it will be used for 
higher frequencies.   

In this paper, we will show the comparison of commercial 
conductive textile and the one developed by the textile 
company as requested by us. The main property of conductive 
textile which is being used as a shield is shielding 
effectiveness which will be explained in the next chapter. 

II. SHIELDING EFFECTIVENESS 
Shielding effectiveness (SE) is attenuation of 

electromagnetic field which occurs when a shield is placed 
between the source of electromagnetic field and object that is 
being protected from the same electromagnetic shield. SE is 
usually given in dB.  

Shielding effectiveness is calculated according to: SE = 20
where E1 is electric field measured without the shield and 

E2 is electric field measured with the shield. 

 

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The materials used in this research for measuring the 

shielding effectiveness (SE) for frequencies between 1 GHz 
and 6 GHz were commercial textile called New Daylite by 
Yshield [8], a German company and conductive textile made 
according to our design by Čateks, d.d. from Croatia [9]. 

New Daylite is a material shown in Fig. 1 with maximum 
attenuation (SE) 23 dB at 1 GHz and 8 dB at 6 GHz. It is made 
of 78% polyester, 21% copper and 1% silver.  

The material produced by Čateks, d.d. is shown in Fig. 2. 
It is made of 49% polyester fibers (PES), 48% cotton, 3% 
silver. The mesh size is 1.9 cm x 1 cm. The thickness of the 
material is 0.58 mm and weight is 240 g/m2. Color is grey.  

 

 
Fig. 1. New Daylite textile by Yshield 



 

The shield efficiency of the tested samples was measured 
under the following operating conditions: temperature 23 ± 
1◦C, relative humidity 50 ± 10%. The protection properties of 
EM radiation were monitored by examining the properties of 
the shield at frequencies of 1 GHz, 2 GHz, 3 GHz, 4 GHz, 5 
GHz and 6 GHz. The span selected was 20 MHz, RBW was 
300 kHz, VBW was 1 MHz and SWT was 10 ms. 

The measuring setup (Fig. 3) was done according to the 
recommendations of IEE-STD 299 97, MIL STD 285 and 
ASTM D-4935-89, and consist of a measuring instrument: 
Aaronia AG SPECTRAN V4 Handheld spectrum analyzer, 
Aaronia DFG 4060 Directional Field Generator 400 MHz – 6 
GHz, two Aaronia HYPERLOG 60100 Wideband Directional 
Antennas 680 MHz - 10 GHz, a plexiglass frame, in which 
samples of materials of 1 m × 1 m were placed.  

IV. RESULTS 
The results of the measurement of shielding effectiveness 

(SE) on 1 GHz, 2 GHz, 3 GHz, 4 GHz, 5 GHz and 6 GHz are 
shown in Table I. It can be seen from the Table I that the New 
Daylite textile has better SE compared to Čateks textile, 
especially on frequencies of 1 GHz, 3 GHz and 5 GHz, while 
on 2 GHz, 4 GHz and 6 GHz, both textiles behaved similarly. 
The SE for New Daylite on frequency of 6 GHz was measured 
to be 7 dB which is close to the value of app. 8 dB given by 
the producer (Fig. 4).  On other frequencies, from 1 GHz to 5 
GHz, the measured values of SE were lower than the ones 
given by the producer from 9 to 1 dB. The material made by 
Čateks has lower SE compared to New Daylite, from 8.5 dB 
at 1 GHz to 0.5 dB at 6 GHz. Further research is necessary 
with different conductive thread mesh size to see how this 
might affect the SE on selected frequencies.  

TABLE I.  SE OF CONDUCTIVE TEXTILES 

f (GHz) 
SE (dB) 

New Daylite (Yshield) New Daylite (meas.) Čateks 

1 GHz 23 14.1 5.5 

2 GHz 18 11.28 7.14 

3 GHz 13 9,81 4.89 

4 GHz 10 10.62 8.21 

5 GHz 9 6.88 3.84 

6 GHz 8 6.99 6.36 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
The measurement of shielding effectiveness (SE) of 

commercial New Daylite by Yshield and material developed 
by Čateks, d.d.  showed that the New Daylite by Yshield has 
somewhat lower values of SE than claimed by the producers, 
especially at the lower frequencies (1 GHz) than on higher 
frequencies (5 GHz and 6 GHz). The material made by Čateks 
also has useful shielding effectiveness, from 3.84 dB at 5 GHz 
up to 8.21 dB at 4 dB. 5G technology uses higher frequencies 
than previous generations and this poses a challenge for 
producers of materials with good shielding capabilities. It is 
harder to make good shield at higher frequencies than at lower 
frequencies. The reason for this is that the higher the 
frequency, the smaller is the wavelength of the 
electromagnetic field and more conductive material is 
necessary. Thus, the good shielding materials on higher 
frequencies tend to be more costly.  

The design of the mesh might help in achieving higher 
shielding effectiveness (SE), since the diagonal aperture of the 
mesh is the main factor that influences the shielding 
properties. The other one is the selection of the material, 
although any metal will do. 
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Fig. 2. Material produced by Čateks, d.d. 

 
Fig. 3. Measuring setup for shielding effectiveness (SE) 

 
Fig. 4. Measuring setup for shielding effectiveness (SE) 
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